Running for President’s New Precedent:
You Know Your Candidates, but They Know You Better.
words & photography // Ben Sarle

Josh Uretsky was walking South on Church Street in Burlington, Vermont when he
received the first call from a member of his team. “He said there was an apparent security
problem, and we need to investigate it.” said Uretsky, the national Data Director for
Bernie Sanders’ presidential campaign. “The rest of the call was just… ‘There was a data
breach, Hillary can see all of our stuff.’”

Josh rushed back to Bernie’s national campaign headquarters, only a few blocks away.
“Going in, my mindset was that of just understanding. Understanding what the Clinton
campaign had access to now.” continued Uretsky. In a state of adrenaline, he assembled a
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few members of his team to try to diagnose the glitch. “It was a state of panic. We had
just loaded some new scores, and we didn’t really want them [Hillary] to know that we
had them.”

Scores? The scores Uretsky is referring to are batches of data that predict voter behavior.
Specifically, they had just loaded scores that Bernie’s campaign was going to use to
uniquely target undecided voters. Scores are the products of models, which are
algorithms that function within specific sections of a larger database, to predict voter
behavior and contact potential supporters. The viability of a modern political candidate is
critically dependent of these predictive data sets.

“What were exposed, were those models. I had to assume the bug went live about eight or
eight thirty in the morning. I found out about it around ten thirty, and the logs said I
looked at it for about forty five minutes.” Uretsky continued. “We were assessing what
was exposed, and creating a clear record in the logs. But [the scores] were all mixed up.
The bug mixed them all up. And we were trying to evaluate the scope of the problem,
work to solve the problem, and create a record of what had happened so we could report
it.”

The glitch existed within the NGP-VAN software, by far the most common platform used
by Democratic political candidates, from city council races to presidential runs. On that
Wednesday, the glitch combined scores and data of Bernie Sanders, Hillary Clinton, and
the Democratic National Committee (DNC) — visible to all parties involved. Picture one
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day logging into your gmail, and seeing all of your co-worker’s email jumbled into your
inbox, and your co-worker seeing all of yours in their inbox.

And it’s the DNC that acts as the central data hub but also has full control of the NGPVAN database. The reason for this is because the Democratic Party has compiled voter
data for decades, and it would be re-inventing the wheel for a national campaign not to
use this resource. The campaigns as well as third party contractors both need to go
through the DNC to update their databases.

“Maybe I was behaving more like a sys admin than the DNC would have liked.”
speculated Uretsky, was a systems administrator in Pennsylvania prior to jumping on the
Bernie campaign. “But I felt I needed to be able to report to the DNC and my superiors,
what had been exposed of our data. The real challenge is, no matter what decision I
would have made that day, was the wrong one. I could have abdicated my responsibility.
I could have punted. If I was only thinking about covering my own ass, I would have
acted differently. But that isn’t where my priority was.”
Uretsky worked to make it clear that his priority was not to do anything undetected. The
searches he was running within NGP-VAN were being logged. He and his team were
trying to create evidence of their evaluation, a digital trail of their analysis of the
problem. “The question a reasonable person has to ask, is what would we have done if we
were trying to be malicious?” conjectured Uretsky. “There were all sorts of thing, that we
decided not to do, that we could have done, and that we were afraid the other side
(Hillary) was doing.”
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Uretsky and his team made clear that they were taking action under a handful of
assumptions. They had to assume Hillary’s staff was working. They had to assume she
had about five to six times as many staffers looking at NGP-VAN, who would have
reported the same thing because the bug would be immediately clear to anyone familiar
with the platform.

Sometime in the early afternoon, access to the scores is then shut off universally within
NGP-VAN. One hundred percent of the campaigns, organizations, unions, etc. using the
software were now without access to their models and predictive data sets. At that point,
Uretsky and his team took a deep breath because they thought it was over and fixed.
Uretsky then reported to his superiors to tell them what happened. Shortly after, he got a
direct call from the DNC, to explain to him why scores had been shut off. Uretsky told
them he was aware, and that he had reported the problem to the higher-ups. That was the
last time Josh Uretsky would speak to the DNC.

For the rest of Wednesday afternoon, Uretsky and the rest of Bernie’s campaign tried to
keep the machine running smoothly with their now limited access to their data. These
tools and data are essential to the every day operations of a campaign. With Iowa and
New Hampshire just around the corner, Bernie’s team had phone banks to run, field
teams had doors to knock on across the country, and the finance directors had crucial
money to raise – all dependent on data they would normally export from NGP-VAN.
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“We were just thinking, ‘Okay, so they’re going to shut it down, they’ll fix the problem,
they’ll look at what we did. And then they’d restore access to scores.” he said.
Throughout the following day, access to scores and the NGP-VAN software as a whole
was intermittent. Uretsky was not communicated with directly about what was going on
during that day, and is still unclear about he decision-making processes of that day.

Josh Uretsky waiting for a cab in Center City, Philadelphia, where he currently resides.

“I literally didn’t have anything to hide because almost everything I’d done had been
recorded. And I knew it was recorded. So I wasn’t afraid they were going to find
anything that I didn’t know they were going to find.”
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As Thursday progressed, Uretsky did his best to keep momentum going while being kept
in the dark about what was actually happening at the DNC, NGP, and amongst the most
senior managers at Bernie’s campaign.

“The biggest mistake was not planning for something like this. But you don’t usually
plan for emergencies that are unforeseen. And on any campaign, you’re so scrambling
with the immediate concerns, and you don’t write down a protocol for what to do if
there’s a massive security breach.”

Within a matter of about 24 hours since the glitch was discovered, Uretsky was called
into the senior operations office, and fired.

“I know the deal, I know the score. This is a presidential campaign. I did what I had to
do, and my other choices were either malicious or cowardly.” concluded Uretsky. “If
somebody has to be fired over what happened, that person was me.”

After that, Uretsky changed his flight to fly home to Philadelphia from Burlington. He
was not expecting any of this to become a story in the news, until CNN called him
directly. Not only had he lost his job, but the national media outlets had now forced
Uretsky into the spotlight. And for the first time in the 2016 election cycle, the public
caught a brief glimpse into the complex and murky world of data manipulation within
politics.
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The current presidential campaign cycle has inundated the American populace with an
unprecedented amount of politics since candidates started announcing in the spring of
2015. The endless debates, policy positions, gaffes, polling, and tiffs with other
candidates are what make the headlines and help shape voters opinions. However, what
Americans see on television is not what makes or breaks a candidate’s potential.

Message does not turn people out to vote or do the heavy lifting of fundraising; data does.
The way it is leveraged and manipulated can win a primary state, or even a general
election. Josh Uretsky’s story serves as the prime example of the gravity of data science
within a campaign — progress can be halted, viability can be thrown into question, and
lives can be changed within hours when the lifeblood of a campaign is in jeopardy.

There is no one element that wins a presidential, or any other campaign for that matter.
Political runs are complex, evolving creatures. However, predictive models, algorithms,
and automation of data are the true mavericks of 2016. The amount of information that
can be predicted from an individual voter through these techniques is staggering, and the
rate of accuracy is even more impressive or perhaps startling.

It’s fairly common knowledge that the raw data itself comes from many years of the
Democratic Party collecting information on their supporters, in addition to the candidates
themselves hitting the ground collecting proprietary voter information as well. However,
a lump of clay is just a lump of clay until it is placed on the wheel and spun into a vase.
So where is the technology, formulas, and strategy being developed to make this voter
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information come alive? The answer: the very same place the persuasion scores that were
exposed/breached on that fateful December day, were finalized just a couple weeks prior
in Washington, D.C.
-In the summer of 2006, Willie Desmond joined a man named Ken Strasma on a project
called Strategic Telemetry. Desmond was 22 years old that summer, and had just
graduated from college in May. Mr. Strasma originally founded Strategic Telemetry in
2003. Strasma’s first client was the John Kerry for President campaign, and this was the
debut of the predictive analytics within the political landscape.

“It was my first job out of college. And ya know, it still remains my only job out of
college.” quipped Desmond.

Giving a broader explanation of their work at the time, Desmond continued, “Predictive
analytics is essentially where you append a score to a voter file, and that shows the
percent likelihood every single individual is to have answered a question or show some
sort of characteristic.”

These are the same scores mentioned by Josh Uretsky, utilized in some shape of form by
every serious candidate running a national 2016 campaign.

To clarify further, scores are simply a number assigned to a person within a database.
Relevant to Bernie Sanders or the like, these are numbers assigned to people who are
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likely to behave in a certain way within a campaign’s massive database of potential
Democratic voters.

For example, one of the most crucial sets of scores are persuadability scores which
predict how likely a voter is to vote for candidate-X in the run-up to a Primary. In a
typical scoring system of 1-100 for example; if an individual has a score of 1, that person
will likely not be voting for candidate-X in the Primary. If there is a score of 100, they
will almost certainly be turning out to support candidate-X.

But candidate-X will most likely pay the most attention to those in the middle range of
those scores, because they will see them as persuadable. And those are the people who
see the most political literature in the mail, receive the most phone calls, and get the most
door knocks.

But those seemingly straightforward numbers attached to each voter are the tail end of a
fascinating and complex process. A process that for the most part exists in the backstage
shadows of presidential campaigns.

Starting in it’s most granular form in 2003 – national and state databases filled with
millions of individuals, or ‘voter files’, were no longer static bins of information.
Formulas in the shape of algorithms, and scripts in the shape of code, can manipulate
these databases in order to predict how different pieces of the electorate will behave.
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In the couple years following Desmond’s arrival, Telemetry worked with a handful of
congressional and senate campaigns. But starting in June of 2007, the 23 year old
Desmond found himself, and a very small team around him, handling all of the targeting
for Barack Obama’s first run for the White House.

After the primaries, Desmond became the direct liaison from their firm to the Obama
campaign during the general election, based out Obama’s national headquarters in
Chicago.

The historic 2008 election became more widely known as the first time social media was
used in political strategy, giving the power to Facebook users to share their enthusiasm
for Obama’s message and campaign rallies, etc. However targeting and turnout out record
numbers of voters using predictive data was the unsung hero of Obama’s victory.

With these relatively new tools, for example, the campaign could figure out how certain
pockets of a the country may vote in a primary, what issues are most important to a
specific geographic area, or what slices of the electorate are most likely to donate money
to the campaign, and everything in between.

In 2009, Telemetry set their sights on the Michael Bloomberg re-election campaign;
winning this race in one of the most difficult areas for data prediction, New York City.
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By 2012, the Obama campaign had learned first hand the staggering impact of this
technology on political races, and set up an unprecedented, massive in-house data and
targeting team. Because of this, Strasma and Desmond did not work with them during
that campaign. Instead, Strategic Telemetry focused their energy statewide races, ballot
initiatives, and referendums during that time.

With their striking success in the political world, they expanded their reach into the
corporate world, with the likes of automobile manufacturers, movie studios, and even
professional sports teams. During this period of expansion, their small team evolved into
a larger crew, and Strategic Telemetry grew into the entity that it is today, Haystaq DNA.

Fast forward to spring of 2015, Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders is about to announce his
bid for the presidency, and Desmond is now the Vice President of Haystaq. Some of
Bernie’s first big campaign decisions, were to outsource the two consulting firms that
were absolutely crucial to Obama’s success. Bernie’s messaging and marketing went to a
firm called Revolution, and Bernie’s data science was now in the hands of Haystaq.
Desmond became the dedicated go-between, bridging the gap between Haystaq’s
scientists themselves and Bernie’s campaign team.
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Bernie’s official presidential campaign launch in Burlington, Vermont. May, 2015.

When Desmond gets into the nitty gritty about their work, even what they were
developing and implementing for Obama originally sounds like science fiction,
something more akin to the 2048 election rather than 2008.

“Eight years ago we were doing things like neural networks, genetic algorithms…
machine-learning.” he explained.

Neural networks in this context are basically the computer equivalent of an animal or
human’s nervous system. It is one of the building blocks of artificial intelligence, and
allows a computer or machine to process information from external inputs. Connecting
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thousands of individual neurons inside of a sophisticated computer system (like a brain)
essentially gives the computer the ability to come to conclusions, or ‘think’ for itself.

…All right. So now that the machines have been learning and thinking for over eight
years (and what sounds like the precursor to a real-life dystopian sci-fi movie has
apparently been put into motion), what are the campaigns capable of today? It’s now
about the sophistication with which the campaigns are able to now reach a dependent
variable and the richness of the data to begin with.

“Eight years ago we would have a live person call ten thousand people in a state and ask
them ‘who are you supporting, how likely are you to vote, and what issues do you care
about?’. Then we’d take those answers, those ID’s, and that becomes your dependent
variable. You could just kind of predict how likely everybody else would be to answer if
they have been asked that question at the same time. ” Desmond explained.

ID’s are simply the political industry jargon for answers in this context. This is how an
individual essentially gets tagged within the database with their answer to the polling
question by the campaign. The ID’s Desmond referred to are typically something simple
like ‘leaning Obama’, ‘strong Obama’, ‘Undecided’, etc. This is so they would know who
needed to be reached out to again to persuade them.

But with Sanders campaign, the process was significantly more advanced. When Haystaq
was contracted by the Bernie team, they needed to figure out what was important to
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predict, for their first iteration of the ‘script’. So they would have questions they would
ask voters about who they’re supporting or not supporting. However, since it was so early
in the election cycle that many people didn’t have opinions, they started with overall
favorability questions about Clinton, Biden, Sanders, O’Malley, Trump, etc.

After getting these answers, they would create a script with different dependent variables.
This means that in the beginning, there were predictive models for likely Sanders
supporters in a Sanders vs. Clinton situation, and then different iterations of it putting
Sanders against other candidates.

But in a place like New Hampshire where there are typically so many undecideds in the
early stages of the election cycle, the question to voters at first was which party’s primary
are they likely to participate in. They would also ask how likely they are to vote, and how
enthusiastic they are to vote.

“But if you phrase it as ‘are you going to vote?’, people are going to say yes because
saying no is kind of like saying you’re a bad American.” Desmond said.

Once the ID’s are created, Haystaq will take them and make the dependent variables.
Then they will implement analytics data — hundreds to thousands of data points on
everyone in the state. The source of this data comes from third party commercial
information that can be bought and sold, census information, DNC data, and data from
the voter file itself such as likely ethnicity and likely religion for example.
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But the models are worthless if they aren’t effective and accurate. So, say Haystaq is
working with a pool of ten thousand people. Haystaq will take all of the information they
know about them, and build a predictive model on two-thirds of that population. And to
test how well their models are working, they will take that remaining third, and apply the
model to them.

“That way, we’re predicting their answer, but we also know their answer. Then assuming
the scores predict those people as you’d hoped, you can apply your model to the entire
state.” said Desmond.

And those scores/models that were ostensibly exposed during Josh Uretsky’s data fiasco,
were the very same ones completed by Haystaq just a couple weeks prior. The method
sounds simple enough, intentionally — but these final products (the scores) are a result of
months of data collection, as well as years of research, development, and machineteaching. For this particular set of persuadable data, which are perhaps one of the most
critical to any campaign, Desmond breaks down the end-of-the-line process like this:

“With Sanders, we’ve used pre-imposed ID’s to figure out who is persuadable and who’s
received treatment and things like that. So we’re building persuadability scores. In early
states like Iowa and New Hampshire where there is so much emphasis on voter contact,
people are likely to have been called more than once by the campaign.
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What we look at is who has moved from an undecided, to a ‘leaning Sanders’ or ‘strong
Sanders’ [comparing voter’s original answers to their answers after they have received
mailings]. Then you build models based on that movement as the dependent variable.

But just the simple task of scoring several million people where you use those hundreds
of data points is a pretty big undertaking. That is a non-trivial task, because it’s not just
building the model, it’s validating them too. It’s quite a bit of work.”

There is another wunderkind in the field of data who has been around the political block
and back quite a bit for his relatively young age, but would only speak on the condition of
anonymity. He has worked intimately with Democratic data in Iowa, New Mexico,
Vermont, and is currently a senior data director working with the legislative branch.

This data director is keenly talented at brevity and translating data-talk to terms even a
lay person can consume, such as the benefits of scoring.

“If one person looks exactly like a hundred people in your data, scores tell you what
percentage likelihood are they to vote the way you want them to. And it’s really about
sorting out who is productive to talk to [calling, mailing campaign literature, etc], and
who isn’t. Just finding that key group that you need to talk to.” the data director said.
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And different scores can be used for different types of models. For example, a
persuadibility score for targeting is different than a score for voter turnout on election
day. An individual can be a strong supporter, but still be unlikely to vote.

“As targeting models go, you obviously don’t want to waste your time talking to people
who are strong supporters of you, or strong supporters of the other candidate. But contrast
that with a turnout model, you do want to talk to those who strongly support you, but are
scored to not be likely voters for example.” continued the data director.

“But the people you never want to talk to are those who don’t support you and don’t vote.
Even with a Democrat that you’ve scored with a 20% chance to vote, your time is better
spent trying to persuade all the people with a 40% chance.”

So then once that model is built and scores have been produced, Haystaq sends them to
the DNC, the DNC then implements them into a new population of people (“blind ID’s”)
within their Bernie-specific section of the NGP-VAN database, alerts a Josh Uretsky or
the like, and voila: voting behavior predicted.

Since the DNC has ownership of the NGP-VAN database that is used by the campaigns,
it has full control but also acts as the middle-man between the campaigns and contracters
like Haystaq.
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Sounds basic enough, right? Well, within these algorithmic formulas are coefficients
referred to as drivers. When these hundred or thousands of data points are aggregated and
turned into functioning models, certain data points will pop up as frequent drivers.
Basically, this is a common denominator that wasn’t necessarily known or expected to be
a thread amongst a certain voting population.

Building models, producing scores, and targeting voters is drastically different in a
primary than in a general election. “When you build a general election model, and you’re
trying to pick a Republican against a Democrat, those models tend to be a lot better.
There’s just a lot more information about how people fall on the political spectrum. So
party ID is going to be a big driver.” Desmond said. Fairly obvious to most people that
registered Democrats are most likely going to vote Democrat, and the same on the
Republican side.

But in primary elections, the distinctions between any candidates are going to be much
narrower. And the groups of people that fit into those different camps are going to be a
lot muddier. This is why the drivers of these electorates are crucial. And new models can
be built off of these individual drivers.

“Then there’s other models you can produce, such as likely gun owner, or likely church
attending and things like that. It’s all just based on data and polls where they [campaigns]
get answers back that they can match up with the voter file. So when they ask in a poll,
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‘Do you attend church often?’, they can take that answer and see what that person looks
like compared to other people who answered similarly.” said the data director.

Effectively this means that all the answers to a campaign’s polling questions make it
possible to predict if likely church-goers, or gun owners in a specific geographic area are
likely to vote for your candidate. But sometimes the drivers are factors that aren’t
necessarily predictable, as Desmond explains,

“One of the things that really popped for us when looking at Sanders vs. Clinton data,
were scores that predicted your likelihood of prioritizing civil liberties against protection.
So people were asked something like: ‘Do you think the government should care more
about keeping us safe from terrorism, or making sure they don’t infringe on our civil
liberties by surveilling too deeply etc.’ And people that said they think it is much more
important that we protect our civil liberties tended to be much stronger Sanders
supporters. A pro gay-marriage score was similar, as well as a marijuana legalization
score. Those types of things tended to pop in our early models.”

The irony of prioritizing that civil liberties not be infringed upon seemed to be lost on
those who were surveyed. Because one could argue that those people were targeted in the
first place through a kind of legal privacy invasion, with data science as the conduit.

Desmond continued and made clear that these elements are just a few that ‘popped’ out
of hundreds of drivers they study. And even though these intuitively make sense when
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thinking about the Bernie crowd; these drivers, by nature, are able to answer and validate
one of the toughest and most critical questions for 2016 political campaign operatives:
What is the difference between a Sanders Democrat and a Clinton Democrat?

So now Bernie has the ability to answer this crucial question through predictive data
analytics, and has access to hundreds of thousands of data points on tens of millions of
voters across the United States. But what does it look like on the ground when these
valuable weapons of data are wielded and implemented on a state and local level? And
just what does it look like when this is translated into real life? For these answers, look no
further than the unprecedented victory in the New Hampshire Democratic primary.
-“These are very reflexive tools. We have the ability to do send really targeted stuff to
exactly the people that want to hear it, and we make that a priority.” said Julia Barnes in
her office in Manchester, New Hampshire, 3 weeks before the NH primaries. Barnes is
the New Hampshire State Director for Bernie Sanders.
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State Director Julia Barnes reviewing data scores in her office in Manchester, NH. January, 2016.

Barnes joined the Bernie NH campaign in the summer of 2015. Eight years prior she was
a staffer for Joe Biden as he and then Senator Obama were in the early stages of making
history. Much like Willie Desmond at Haystaq, Barnes has seen first hand the dramatic
evolution of priority given to data science; except instead of on a screen, she has seen it
in the field.

“It’s sort of this consistent cycle of creation of data, the formulation of predictive models,
and then testing of data. It goes around and around.” continued Barnes.

The bulk of the work ‘on the ground’ in individual states, like New Hampshire, comes in
at the latter part of that cycle. Validating the function and effectiveness of predictive
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analytics is essential to not just the immediate work of targeting, but also to the next loop
of information collection and model production. The results on the ground must match
the hypothetical results predicted in the lab for the cycle to continue, and for a principal
to remain viable.

“The more amount of data you have that can support patterns of people who support
[your candidate], the more likely you are to guess accurately as to who else is in that
pool.” Explained Barnes.

“Everything from voting records, age, education level, gender, religious preference,
socio-economic status, race, education level, to what kind of magazines you subscribe to,
gun ownership, registration for hunting licenses, ya know… all of it. And all of that stuff
is either public, or purchasable.”

Even though Barnes is only 34 years old, she has been in the political game since college
— and recalled how she saw the beginnings of data science seep from the corporate
world into the political world.

It happened as a result of many decades of advertising and public relations infiltrating
politics through paid media, such as television and literature. Some of the behaviors of
those industries, as it related to consumer activity, eventually made their way into
politics.
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“People are selling soda, so you want to know who wants to buy soda. People are trying
to get elected, so you want to know who wants to vote for them. The behavior of deciding
who you want to support is the same as deciding about what you want to drink.”

With this inherent value of data and scores paramount to almost any other property of the
campaign, the future work and past work that Barnes and her team had been spending 60
hour weeks in the office producing was almost undone by the Uretsky incident. Barnes
recalled the scary moments of watching it unfold a month prior.

“It was hard to be on the end of that. I’ve worked with the [voter] file for many, many
years. I know how it works. And I started to see people on Twitter and Facebook, and
professional connections who also know how this voter file works, just fanning the
flames of like, ‘We stole all this data’. It wasn’t even remotely close to the truth and they
all knew it. That was the most difficult part about it. And then the data that we had
collected, that we were keeping, was no longer accessible to us. It was a very scary 24
hours.”

And during those 24 hours in mid-December, the state staffers went into a data retrieval
frenzy — finding all the lists from the database that they had downloaded and saved, old
walk/phone packets, and dumpster-diving into their building’s recycling receptacles. Any
shreds of data that might have saved the campaign, were the worst to happen and access
was permanently taken away from Bernie.
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With the crisis averted, and only two months left until primaries, the NH squad could
resume their mission. And with primary election day around the corner, that mission
breaks down to a focused handful of facets, all of which rely on their data science.

“Our focus is on mobilizing people. Mobilizing them to vote. Mobilizing them to
mobilize other people to vote. With that in mind, we’ll be looking at the data to see how
many people are turning out, and who turns out the most. So we’ll see if people like to do
‘X’ or people like to do ‘Y’, they’re getting information about that.” said Bernie’s NH
Digital Director, Melissa Byrne.

Byrne in many ways, can be thought of essentially as the point where formulas and
names on a screen get converted into actual people and action. At this point the data and
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algorithmic models have brought the names of people to the surface, who would be likely
to vote or volunteer with the campaign.

“Once [the lists of people] are to me, they’re people that have already opted in to the
campaign. From there it’s using the data to understand people. To get them the messages
they want to have about Bernie. And that will motivate them to take more action.” Byrne
explained.

Digital Director Melissa Byrne speaking with her Deputy, Aisha Naseem in their office in Manchester, NH.
January, 2016.

This is where the coefficients and drivers from the predictive models come into play the
mo. Byrne is able to see what specific issues are most important to a pre-determined
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Bernie-leaning individuals in a hyper local data set; issues that will most likely motivate
them to volunteer, vote, and encourage others to vote.

“We use special code, and the idea is we are able to personalize communication to make
sure what you receive is what is most relevant to you.”

The campaign also makes multiple asks from people based on their track record. Meaning
the more active a person is, as far as volunteering or favors to the campaign, the more
they are asked to be active again.

And when it comes to separating the Democratic camps between Clinton and Sanders, as
well as what advantages can be gained through data analytics prowess, Byrnes’
background as a Field Director helped shape her behavior in her current digital role when
targeting voters and potential volunteers.

“I come to digital after having done a lot of offline work. To me, it’s getting everyone
online to be real people, getting them in the door of a field office. What we’re doing that I
haven’t seen any other campaign do is we will email, ask people to sign up and have a
meeting with a field organizer.” Byrne said.

A big challenge in 2016 is something that sounds simple enough – just trying to imagine
the ways in which a regular person who wants to volunteer their time uses their laptop
and phone. Sometimes, a campaign will have volunteers from out of state who are ready
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to get to work, but may not know how to reach a campaign’s headquarters. Or, many of a
campaign’s most valuable and enthusiastic volunteers are on the older end of the
spectrum. Both of these are an example of folks who may have a difficult time just
figuring out how to navigate a website, determining if volunteering is needed, or just get
in touch with an actual human at the campaign.

“One thing you’ll see that other people don’t do, Hillary, and other campaigns in general;
we just sent an email out to a very large universe asking people to come to New
Hampshire to volunteer. And we include who on the campaign to actually email to get a
real person. A lot of times with this stuff, it’s just like sign up on a website. But it’s about
understanding how people interact with their technology. So if you’re on your phone,
clicking through to a sign up form is weird. But you can click and write an email. It’s
been really effective.”

So in other words, their volunteer targeting of likely sanders supporters is so successful,
they have enough live people to be liaisons to new volunteers. As opposed to relying on a
digital channel to bring people on. Additionally, they’re targeting is precise enough and
their team is large enough that they’re able to literally shuttle people in from out of state,
to lend their time to a place they don’t even live in.

And that’s not the only uncommon way that their analytics are leveraged. The predictive
drivers are so sophisticated when they reach Byrne’s desk, that the Bernie NH campaign
is able to almost mimic the work of an interest group, focusing on niche and local issue-
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based communications – something most campaigns do not (and usually cannot) do in
such a specific way.
“And even though we’re a campaign, we’re still focused on the issues. We’ve been able
to do petitions about expanding social security, protecting planned parenthood when the
Claremont attacks happened, getting people’s addiction stories and how they’re
struggling with how the heroin epidemic has ravaged their communities, environmental
issues, etc.”

Basically, everyone gets his or her own tailored prompt from the campaign with a very
personal reason to vote Bernie.

But before Byrne is able to translate these figures on a screen into real people and votes,
the river of numbers, models, and scores flows through Bernie’s New Hampshire Data
Director, Delia Gorham.

“Every campaign I’ve ever worked on we say ‘we don’t have the capacity to talk to every
voter.’ But this campaign, we are talking to every. eligible. voter.” Gorham said.

“I would say we’re stronger [than Hillary’s NH campaign]. We do rely on modeling to
try to help us figure out which voters we should be talking to. The biggest difference
between any of the [2016] campaigns is volume of data we’re collecting on a daily basis.
Our campaign places a really big emphasis on direct voter contact and reaching people at
their doors. Most Democratic campaigns would say that the field program is a huge
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priority, but we’re the largest campaign in the state. It’s face to face conversations that
are really going to make a difference here.”

However besides the additional data collected by the campaign and data acquired by
Haystaq, the common denominator within the between Hillary and Bernie is the reliance
on the same archive of voter data from the DNC. Which Gorham is wary of, highlighting
an underlying distrust of the Democratic Party’s alliances.

“The DNC creates models too, and some are available to us. We can use them or not use
them. But for candidate specific models, that’s something where we don’t want to be
using the same company that might also be working with Hillary.”

However, as powerful as tool as predictive analytics is, it isn’t necessarily immune to the
overshadowing wild nature of the 2016 campaign cycle.
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Data Director Delia Gorham reviewing a Haystaq voter map with Kim McMurray, Training Director, in
her office in Manchester, NH. January, 2016.

“From a data perspective, what is most unique to me is this interesting group of people
we are seeing in the data encountering at the doors — who are trying to make up their
minds Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump.” Gorham said.

This phenomenon can happen is states like New Hampshire and a handful of others that
have open registration. Undecided voters can choose on primary election day which party
they would like to vote in. And if they are undecided between Sanders and Trump, it is
likely voters who are most responsive to the populist message. However, it doesn’t make
it any less strange.
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“To anyone with a political background it just doesn’t make any sense at all.” Gorham
said.

Because of the magic of targeting, Bernie won the New Hampshire primary and pulled
extremely close margins in Iowa and Nevada. But even with the hundreds of thousands of
data points on individual people, predictive algorithms, and personalized contact with
almost every single voter — it still doesn’t guarantee a win for a campaign. And
especially in one of the most dynamic, confusing, and unpredictable presidential races in
recent history, there is no accounting for what may be coming down the pipeline.

As Josh Uretsky put it, “It’s like… We’ve taken off, and now we’re all flying in this
airplane. But we’re still building the landing gear.”

POSTSCRIPT

In the fall when I first started contemplating my thesis topic, I originally wanted
to write about demographics in the context of the 2016 presidential campaigns. I was
interested in the how and more importantly why certain demographics in the U.S.
gravitate toward the various candidates during the primaries.
One of the pieces I wrote for the fall seminar was about the ripple effects of Biden
deciding not to run for President. As I was doing my research and talking to sources for
this piece, not only did I realize that there has historically been such an overabundance of
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this type of coverage, but that it was quickly becoming a larger theme within the current
election cycle too.
So after a lot of discussions with peers, colleagues, and of course my fantastic
advisor Professor Lemann, I realized that it is myself and 14,000 other journalists
covering this election in some capacity. So I came to the conclusion that I need to focus
more on a niche that isn’t well covered, but is still relevant and hopefully interesting. I
then moved towards technology, and trying to discover what is different in this election
cycle that is new and exciting.
With this in mind, I spoke to a few former political colleagues, and automation
seemed to be one of the things that stuck out. Automation is basically a way that political
communications departments within campaigns can be almost staff-less with the
streamlining of technology putting out communications of all sorts, mail, email, phone
calls, to relevant audiences.
But then in the middle of December, there was a ‘leak’ or ‘hack’ in the database
between Bernie Sanders and Hillary Clinton, and subsequently, the Democratic Party cut
off access to their database for Bernie’s campaign. It made national headlines, and there
was basically one person at fault (according to media at the time), named Josh Uretsky.
The world of data then became something I wanted to focus on as winter break
approached.
I was fortunate to have good contacts in the Sanders campaign, and spent a couple
days embedded with their team in New Hampshire prior to their primaries. It was during
this visit that I was really surprised, even startled, at the way their team was able to target
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potential voters through predictive data and algorithms. I had never seen this kind of
sophistication in targeting, and I certainly hadn’t seen this in the media yet.
So that is what I decided to really narrow in on for my thesis. I was so lucky to
have been given such incredible access in New Hampshire, and then I followed the trail
of data from NH back to DC where the data was really put into the laboratory. I talked to
the former folks from Obama’s 08 team who are now the ones responsible for Bernie’s
algorithms and data modeling, at a firm called Haystaq. I also talked to Obama’s former
communications consultants at Revolution in DC, as well as senior digital staff at the
DNC, and the senior data director for the DCCC – who were all extremely helpful with
this research.
Then, after a number of emails, I finally got in touch with the data director from
Bernie’s campaign who was fired for the data breach. He had been completely quiet in
the media, but he agreed to talk to me in person. So I travelled to Philadelphia and he
gave me an amazing look into what happened, as well as the work they were doing prior
to that. He became one of my main characters of the thesis, and I think really
demonstrates the crucial nature of data manipulation in 2016.
I am happy with the way my thesis turned out because it gives a look into the
murky world of predictive data/analytics in politics that I haven’t seen written about in
this capacity before.
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